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TRB’s National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 716: Travel
Demand Forecasting: Parameters and Techniques provides guidelines on travel
demand forecasting procedures and their application for helping to solve common
transportation problems.
There has been much attention paid to the idea of Smart Cities as researchers have
sought to define and characterize the main aspects of the concept, including the role of
creative industries in urban growth, the importance of social capital in urban
development, and the role of urban sustainability. This book develops a critical view of
the Smart City concept, the incentives and role of governments in promoting the
development of Smart Cities and the analysis of experiences of e-government projects
addressed to enhance Smart Cities. This book further analyzes the perceptions of
stakeholders, such as public managers or politicians, regarding the incentives and role
of governments in Smart Cities and the critical analysis of e-government projects to
promote Smart Cities’ development, making the book valuable to academics,
researchers, policy-makers, public managers, international organizations and technical
experts in understanding the role of government to enhance Smart Cities’ projects.
William Edward Burghardt Du Bois was a black civil rights activist, leader, PanAfricanist, sociologist, educator, historian, writer, editor, poet, and scholar. He became
a naturalized citizen of Ghana in 1963 at the age of 95. "The time has not yet come for
a complete history of the Negro peoples. Archaeological research in Africa has just
begun, and many sources of information in Arabian, Portuguese, and other tongues are
not fully at our command; and, too, it must frankly be confessed, racial prejudice
against darker peoples is still too strong in so-called civilized centers for judicial
appraisement of the peoples of Africa. Much intensive monographic work in history and
science is needed to clear mooted points and quiet the controversialist who mistakes
present personal desire for scientific proof. Nevertheless, I have not been able to
withstand the temptation to essay such short general statement of the main known facts
and their fair interpretation as shall enable the general reader to know as men a sixth or
more of the human race. Manifestly so short a story must be mainly conclusions and
generalizations with but meager indication of authorities and underlying arguments." W. E. B. Du Bois
Scientists from management and strategy, information systems, engineering and
telecommunications have discussed a novel concept: Smart Business Networks. They
see the future as a developing web of people and organizations, bound together in a
dynamic and unpredictable way, creating smart outcomes from quickly (re-)configuring
links between actors. The question is: What should be done to make the outcomes of
such a network 'smart', that is, just a little better than that of your competitor? More
agile, with less pain, with more return to all the members of the network, now and over
time? The technical answer is to create a 'business operating system' that should run
business processes on different organisational platforms. Business processes would
become portable: The end-to-end management of processes running across many
different organizations in many different forms would become possible. This book
presents you the outcomes of an energizing and new direction in management science.
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date knowledge in mechanisms of antibiotic resistance and all recent advances in
fighting microbial resistance such as the applications of nanotechnology, plant
products, bacteriophages, marine products, algae, insect-derived products, and other
alternative methods that can be applied to fight bacterial infections. Understanding
fundamental mechanisms of antibiotic resistance is a key step in the discovery of
effective methods to cope with resistance. This book also discusses methods used to
fight antibiotic-resistant infection based on a deep understanding of the mechanisms
involved in the development of the resistance. Discusses methods used to fight
antibiotic-resistant infection based on a deep understanding of mechanisms involved in
the development of the resistance Provides information on modern methods used to
fight antibiotic resistance Covers a wide range of alternative methods to fight bacterial
resistance, offering the most complete information available Discusses both newly
emerging trends and traditionally applied methods to fight antibiotic resistant infections
in light of recent scientific developments Offers the most up-to-date information in
fighting antibiotic resistance Includes involvement of contributors all across the world,
presenting questions of interest to readers of both developed and developing countries
The emotions and mental states that dictate success or failure in Stock /Commodity
and Forex Markets. Trading psychology refers to the aspects of an individual’s mental
makeup that help determine whether he or she will be successful in buying and selling
securities for a profit. Trading psychology is as important as other attributes such as
knowledge, experience and skill in determining trading success. Discipline and risktaking are two of the most critical aspects of trading psychology, since a trader’s
implementation of these aspects is critical to the success of his or her trading plan.
While fear and greed are the two most commonly known emotions associated with
trading psychology, other emotions that drive trading behaviour are hope and regret. In
this book on trading psychology, you will learn: • The importance of controlling your
emotions when making trading decisions • How to master self-discipline and stick to a
trading plan • How to learn from mistakes so you do not repeat them • How to refine
your skills through simulated paper trading without risking money • How to have a
confident mindset while maintaining a flexible and open mind when trading The best
traders are always looking for an edge. Sometimes, the largest obstacle between you
and trading successfully is yourself. Success can be more about your mindset and less
about the markets. From managing and evaluating your own performance to setting
rules and sticking to them, these titles will help you create and stick to a trading plan,
manage stress, address risk, and not be derailed by emotions or preconceptions.
A poetic and nuanced exploration of the human experience of flight that reminds us of
the full imaginative weight of our most ordinary journeys—and reawakens our capacity to
be amazed. The twenty-first century has relegated airplane flight—a once remarkable
feat of human ingenuity—to the realm of the mundane. Mark Vanhoenacker, a 747 pilot
who left academia and a career in the business world to pursue his childhood dream of
flight, asks us to reimagine what we—both as pilots and as passengers—are actually
doing when we enter the world between departure and discovery. In a seamless fusion
of history, politics, geography, meteorology, ecology, family, and physics,
Vanhoenacker vaults across geographical and cultural boundaries; above mountains,
oceans, and deserts; through snow, wind, and rain, renewing a simultaneously
humbling and almost superhuman activity that affords us unparalleled perspectives on
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the planet we inhabit and the communities we form.
The Rough Guide to Ecuador is the essential travel guide with clear maps and coverage of
Ecuador's unforgettable attractions. Whether exploring the magnificence of Quito's colonial
centre, haggling in its highland markets of Zumbahua or navigating the rivers of the Amazon
rainforest, the Rough Guide steers you to the best hotels, restaurants, stylish bars, cafs,
nightlife and shopping in Ecuador across every price range. You'll find detailed coverage on
staying safe in Ecuador, practical advice on where to learn Spanish and how to climb Cotopaxi,
as well as expert discussions for Ecuador's history, culture and environmental issues. The
Rough Guide to Ecuador also includes an in-depth account of the Galpagos Islands that
inspired Darwin, plus a wildlife guide. With handy information on how to discover Ecuador's
best-preserved Inca ruins at Ingapirca or the windswept grassland wilderness of the pramo,
the guide provides definitive information on all corners of this colourful and diverse country,
relying on the clearest maps of any guide and practical language tips. Make the most of your
holiday with The Rough Guide to Ecuador.
"TRB's National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 770: Estimating
Bicycling and Walking for Planning and Project Development: A Guidebook contains methods
and tools for practitioners to estimate bicycling and walking demand as part of regional-,
corridor-, or project-level analyses. The products of the research include a guidebook for
practitioners on a range of methods for estimating bicycling and walking activity and a CDROM containing a GIS Walk Accessibility Model, spreadsheets, and the contractor's final
report, which documents the research and tools that operationalize the methods described in
the guidebook."--Publisher description.
Growth has returned after years of stagnation. The reform-oriented government is tackling
structural issues, with notable achievements in the fiscal area. The financial sector is sound
and resilient to current stability threats, but credit remains scarce. The offshore sector faces
heightened international scrutiny and the government is taking steps to strengthen compliance
with AML/CFT and tax transparency standards. Tourism and related foreign investments will
support growth in the near-term, while low competitiveness and diversification dampen mediumterm prospects. Growth would suffer from a slowdown in the U.S. or higher oil prices, and
hurricane vulnerability persists. Reform momentum could stall, undermining fiscal consolidation
efforts.
Grant Writing For Dummies, 3rd Edition serves as a one-stop reference for readers who are
new to the grant writing process or who have applied for grants in the past but had difficulties.
It offers 25 percent new and revised material covering the latest changes to the grant writing
process as well as a listing of where to apply for grants. Grant writers will find: The latest
language, terms, and phrases to use on the job or in proposals. Ways to target the best
websites to upload and download the latest and user-friendly application forms and writing
guidelines. Major expansion on the peer review process and how it helps improve one's grant
writing skills and successes. One-stop funding websites, and state agencies that publish grant
funding opportunity announcements for seekers who struggle to find opportunities. New to third
edition.
Secret Gardens of Somerset offers a personal tour of 20 of the UK’s most beguiling gardens in
this much-loved area of southern England, defined by its distinctive horticulture, rolling hills,
picturesque villages and the most traditional English landscape. Abigail Willis and Clive
Boursnell give you privileged access to 20 gardens, from a highly productive working flower
farm to very personal private retreats, revealing their history, design and plant collections, in
the company of their devoted owners and head gardeners. In the footsteps of artists and trendsetters from Victorian designers such as Harold Peto to planting visionary, Gertrude Jekyll as
well as contemporary pioneer Piet Oudolf, we find a series of beguiling country gardens of
different sizes and atmospheres, which have shaped the English identity, and in different ways
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express the ideals of English life. The gardens: The American Museum and Gardens, Barley
Wood Walled Garden, Batcombe House, The Bishop’s Palace, Common Farm, Cothay
Manor, East Lambrook Manor, Elworthy Cottage, Forest Lodge, Greencombe Gardens,
Hauser & Wirth Somerset, Hestercombe, Iford Manor, Kilver Court, Midney Gardens, Milton
Lodge gardens, The Newt in Somerset, Stoberry House, Westbrook House, and Yeo Valley
Organic Garden. Most of the gardens included here are privately owned and usually open to
the public. Meanwhile, all of these landscapes can now be enjoyed through the eyes of the
owners themselves. Tour even more magnificent English gardens with Secret Gardens of the
Cotswolds and Secret Gardens of East Anglia.
This paper reviews economic developments in Indonesia during 1996–97. The Indonesian
economy continued to perform well in 1996, with real GDP growth of 7.8 percent. The rate of
inflation fell to 5 percent in 1996/97, assisted by improved food supplies and generally subdued
import prices. A budgetary surplus of 1 percent of GDP was estimated for 1996/97, reflecting
higher-than-projected oil revenue and firm expenditure control. However, broad money and
private sector credit growth were 27 percent and 24 percent, respectively, in the face of strong
private capital inflows.
Explains how to use Internet resources to plan a foreign or domestic trip, describes some of
the best travel-related Web sites, and offers tips for saving time and money

In response to popular demand, Emmanuel Goldstein (aka, Eric Corley) presents
a spectacular collection of the hacker culture, known as 2600: The Hacker
Quarterly, from a firsthand perspective. Offering a behind-the-scenes vantage
point, this book provides devoted fans of 2600 a compilation of fascinating—and
controversial—articles. Cult author and hacker Emmanuel Goldstein has collected
some of the strongest, most interesting, and often provocative articles that
chronicle milestone events and technology changes that have occurred over the
last 24 years. He divulges author names who were formerly only known as
“anonymous” but have agreed to have their identity revealed. The
accompanying CD-ROM features the best episodes of Goldstein’s “Off the
Hook” radio shows. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are
not included as part of eBook file.
Cooperative Evolution offers a fresh account of evolution consistent with Charles
Darwin’s own account of a cooperative, inter-connected, buzzing and everchanging world. Told in accessible language, treating evolutionary change as a
cooperative enterprise brings some surprising shifts from the traditional emphasis
on the dominance of competition. The book covers many evolutionary changes
reconsidered as cooperation. These include the cooperative origins of life,
evolution as a spiral rather than a ladder or tree, humans as a part of natural
systems rather than the purpose, relationships between natural and social
change, and the role of the individual in adaptive radiation onto new ground. The
story concludes with a projection of human evolution from the past into the future.
‘Environmental studies courses have needed a book like Cooperative Evolution
for a long time. It is a boon for those teaching the complexity of the evolutionary
story.’ — Dr John A. Harris, BSc(Hons) MSc PhD, School of Environmental
Science, University of Canberra ‘As a regenerative, holistic-thinking farmer I
daily witness the results of cooperative evolution as the seasons unfold. A
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pleasure to read, Cooperative Evolution gives entry to recent thinking on
evolutionary processes.’ — David Marsh, MSA, ‘Allendale’, Boorowa, New
South Wales, 2018 National Individual Landcarer Award recipient ‘This book is
an engaging new look at ideas about evolution as we know it today. In the hands
of two eminent biologists, it presents an approachable yet challenging argument.
I heartily recommend it.’ — Emeritus Professor Sue Stocklmayer AO, BSc MSc
PhD, Centre for the Public Awareness of Science, The Australian National
University
Journeying back in time to the year 1320, twenty-first century Oxford woman
Kivrin arrives during the outbreak of a deadly epidemic
There are over 1300 active volcanoes worldwide and many more dormant or
extinct. Some are developed as tourist destinations; others are not, but have
great potential. Mount Fuji in Japan attracts over 100 million visitors per year and
has immense cultural and spiritual significance, while a number of volcanic areas
in national parks, for example Teide in Spain, Yellowstone in the US, Vesuvius in
Italy and Tongariro in New Zealand, attract between one to four million tourists
each year. In the last decade the designation of nearly 50 geoparks around the
world has highlighted their potential for tourism development.This book provides
the first global review and assessment of the sustainable use of active and
dormant volcanic and geothermal environments for geotourism. The volcanobased tourism sector is further augmented through a closely linked range of
geothermal resources and attractions, such as geysers and hot springs, which
are discussed in detail throughout individual chapters covering all key volcanic
and geothermal regions around the world. It is shown that volcano and
geothermal tourism is a subsection of nature-based geotourism and incorporates
a variety of other tourism categories such as adventure tourism, extreme tourism,
ecotourism, green tourism, educational tourism, and hot spring tourism. This
comprehensive book covers the most important issues of this growing tourism
sector whilst incorporating relevant global research, making it an essential
resource for all in the field.Includes colour plates.
This is a complete update of the best-selling undergraduate textbook on
Electronic Commerce (EC). New to this 4th Edition is the addition of material on
Social Commerce (two chapters); a new tutorial on the major EC support
technologies, including cloud computing, RFID, and EDI; ten new learning
outcomes; and video exercises added to most chapters. Wherever appropriate,
material on Social Commerce has been added to existing chapters.
Supplementary material includes an Instructor’s Manual; Test Bank questions for
each chapter; Powerpoint Lecture Notes; and a Companion Website that
includes EC support technologies as well as online files. The book is organized
into 12 chapters grouped into 6 parts. Part 1 is an Introduction to E-Commerce
and E-Marketplaces. Part 2 focuses on EC Applications, while Part 3 looks at
Emerging EC Platforms, with two new chapters on Social Commerce and
Enterprise Social Networks. Part 4 examines EC Support Services, and Part 5
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looks at E-Commerce Strategy and Implementation. Part 6 is a collection of
online tutorials on Launching Online Businesses and EC Projects, with tutorials
focusing on e-CRM; EC Technology; Business Intelligence, including Data-,
Text-, and Web Mining; E-Collaboration; and Competition in Cyberspace. the
following="" tutorials="" are="" not="" related="" to="" any="" specific=""
chapter.="" they="" cover="" the="" essentials="" ec="" technologies="" and=""
provide="" a="" guide="" relevant="" resources.="" p
This paper aims to lay a wide-ranging base for untangling the digital economy, in
order to facilitate and moderate the high-speed evolution and create an
awareness of the new economic coherence. It attempts to show the differences
between industrial and digital economics. It finds that old models based on
methods of traditional industrial economics still provide a stable framework for
analysis of the new age economy whilst also highlighting the need for future
refocusing.
Now in its third edition, Barrier-Free Travel is essential reading for every traveler
with mobility limitations. With over 100 new photographs and updated travel rules
and regulations, effecting access outside of the US, this book contains essential,
thoughtful, and reliable information- not just common-sense tips. Barrier-Free
Travel gives readers the tools and resources to prepare for both the expected
and the unexpected. It covers everything from the logistics of air travel and how
to protect your wheelchair in flight, to how to find an accessible hotel room. Also
included, are extensive chapters on cruises and accessible shore excursionswith contact information for foreign tour operators who are able to provide them.
Barrier-Free Travel provides valuable information that will ensure travelers with
mobility limitations spend their time creating meaningful memories.
This book offers a comprehensive understanding of the concept and scope of the
tourism industry in general and of destination marketing and management in
particular. Taking an integrated and comprehensive approach, it focuses on both
the macro and micro aspects of destination marketing and management. The
book consists of 27 chapters presented in seven parts with the following themes:
concept, scope and structure of destination marketing and management,
destination planning and policy, consumer decision-making processes,
destination marketing research, destination branding and positioning, destination
product development and distribution, the role of emerging technologies in
destination marketing, destination stakeholder management, destination safety,
disaster and crisis management, destination competitiveness and sustainability,
and challenges and opportunities for destination marketing and management.
This guide includes information on: how to find anything, anywhere (the easy
way); how to send e-mail; how to browse sports; news and travel information;
how to download the latest software (for free); create you own web page, plus a
directory of more than 600 web sites.
The Anarchist Cookbook will shock, it will disturb, it will provoke. It places in
historical perspective an era when "Turn on, Burn down, Blow up" are
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revolutionary slogans of the day. Says the author" "This book... is not written for
the members of fringe political groups, such as the Weatherman, or The
Minutemen. Those radical groups don't need this book. They already know
everything that's in here. If the real people of America, the silent majority, are
going to survive, they must educate themselves. That is the purpose of this
book." In what the author considers a survival guide, there is explicit information
on the uses and effects of drugs, ranging from pot to heroin to peanuts. There i
detailed advice concerning electronics, sabotage, and surveillance, with data on
everything from bugs to scramblers. There is a comprehensive chapter on
natural, non-lethal, and lethal weapons, running the gamut from cattle prods to
sub-machine guns to bows and arrows.
“Connie Willis deploys the apparatus of science fiction to illuminate character
and relationships, and her writing is fresh, subtle, and deeply moving.”—The New
York Times Book Review Findriddy and Carson are two explorers sent to Boohte
to survey the ridges and scrub-covered hills of the planet. Back home, their
adventures are followed by countless breathless fans, but the reality is far less
romantic as they deal with dust, nitpicking regulations, and uncooperative aliens.
Teamed with a young intern whose specialty is mating customs, and a native
guide of indeterminate gender, the group sets out for a previously unexplored
sector of the planet. As they survey canyons and cataracts, battle dangers, and
discover alien treasures, they will soon find themselves in alien territory of
another kind: exploring the paths and precipices of sex. And love.
Take a seat—the captain’s seat, that is—and relax. You’re about to land a Boeing
747. “Brilliant.” —The Sunday Times A Daily Mail and Spectator Best Book of the
Year A Points Guy Best Book of the Year The mystery of flight is magical; the
reality even more so—from the physics that keeps a 450-ton vehicle aloft, to the
symphony of technology and teamwork that safely sets it down again. Take it
from Mark Vanhoenacker—British Airways pilot, international bestselling author,
and your new flight instructor. This is How to Land a Plane. Vanhoenacker covers
every step—from approach to touchdown— with precision, wit, and infectious
enthusiasm. Aided by dozens of illustrations, you’ll learn all the tools and rules of
his craft: altimeters, glidepaths, alignment, and more. Before you know it, you’ll
be on the ground, exiting the aircraft with a whole new appreciation for the art
and science of flying. “A good choice for anyone who's fantasized about
suddenly having to get an aircraft safely down on the ground . . . walks you
through some of the basics of flight and landing, from how to recognize a cluster
of instruments known as the ‘six pack’ to knowing what purpose the PAPI lights
near the runway serve.” —Popular Science “A work of humorous and outright
poetic travel geekery.” —National Geographic Traveler
The Anarchist CookbookLulu Press, Inc
When seventeen-year-old Toby McGonigal finds himself lost in space, separated
from his family, he expects his next drift into cold sleep to be his last. After all, the
planet he's orbiting is frozen and sunless, and the cities are dead. But when Toby
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wakes again, he's surprised to discover a thriving planet, a strange and
prosperous galaxy, and something stranger still—that he's been asleep for 14,000
years. Welcome to the Lockstep Empire, where civilization is kept alive by careful
hibernation. Here cold sleeps can last decades and waking moments mere
weeks. Its citizens survive for millennia, traveling asleep on long voyages
between worlds. Not only is Lockstep the new center of the galaxy, but Toby is
shocked to learn that the Empire is still ruled by its founding family: his own.
Toby's brother Peter has become a terrible tyrant. Suspicious of the return of his
long-lost brother, whose rightful inheritance also controls the lockstep hibernation
cycles, Peter sees Toby as a threat to his regime. Now, with the help of a
lockstep girl named Corva, Toby must survive the forces of this new Empire,
outwit his siblings, and save human civilization. Karl Schroeder's Lockstep is a
grand innovation in hard Science Fiction space opera. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Contrary to popular opinion, not every business needs a Web presence, says
Kent, author of 40 computer and business books. He shows readers how to
evaluate their need for a Web site and offers easy steps to prepare, create and
promote an electronic page. The intricacies of pages, servers and design are
covered in a way that non-IT professionals can understand.
Electronic commerce has the potential to radically alter some economic activities
and the surrounding social environment. It changes the business environment,
accelerates changes under way, increases interactivity, encourages openness,
and alters the notion of time.This book examines such issues as the potential for
growth of electronic commerce, its impact on the efficiency of the economy, its
effects on how business is organized, and on markets, on jobs, and on society. It
points out that countries will dismantle barriers to global electronic commerce at
different rates, and that this may raise competitive concerns. It also discusses the
electronic commerce's impacts on the costs of owning a "store," carrying
inventory, conducting sales, placing and processing orders, customer support,
and product distribution.
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel ebook with the purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details. Written by
locals, Fodor’s Essential India is the perfect guidebook for those looking for
insider tips to make the most out their visit to Delhi, Mumbai, and beyond.
Complete with detailed maps and concise descriptions, this India travel guide will
help you plan your trip with ease. India is a country of vibrant and enticing
contrasts: exquisite palaces are juxtaposed against simple temples, and modern
high-tech industry coexists with ancient customs and rituals. There's much to see
and do in this vast and geographically diverse country, and Fodor's Essential
India covers the must-see sights better than anyone else. Fodor’s Essential India
Includes: •UP-TO-DATE COVERAGE: India is changing rapidly, and this fully
updated guide includes the best new hotels, restaurants, and more in its vibrant
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cities and stunning countryside, from Delhi and Rajasthan to Mumbai, Kerala and
Goa. •ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE: A spectacular color photo guide
captures the ultimate unmissable experiences and attractions throughout India to
inspire you. •DETAILED MAPS: Full-color and full-size street maps throughout
will help you plan efficiently and get around confidently. •GORGEOUS PHOTOS
AND ILLUSTRATED FEATURES: Full-color photos will help inspire you. The
illustrated features on the iconic Taj Mahal, the holy city of Varanasi on the
Ganges, and the amazing cave temples at Ajanta and Ellora will give you a
deeper understanding of these historic sites. The "Understanding India" chapter,
with illustrated sections on modern society, religion, food, dance, music, and
shopping, provides insight into contemporary Indian life as well as the past.
•ITINERARIES AND TOP RECOMMENDATIONS: Sample itineraries will help
you plan and customize your own itinerary so you can make the most of your
time. Includes tips on where to eat, stay, and shop as well as information about
nightlife, sports and the outdoors. “Fodor’s Choice” designates our best picks in
every category. •INDISPENSABLE TRIP PLANNING TOOLS: A full-color feature
on getting around India includes indispensible information on buses, trains, taxis,
and rickshaws, along with tipping information and an easy-to-use "Travel Times
Chart." Convenient overviews show each region and its highlights, and detail-rich
chapter planning sections have on-target advice and tips for planning your time
and for getting around the country by car, bus, and train. •COVERS: Delhi, Agra,
Jaipur, Udaipur, Mumbai, Goa, Kerala, Kolkata, The Taj Mahal, Rajastan,
Beaches, and more. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is
researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert advice
for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. Planning on visiting more of Asia?
Check out Fodor’s Essential Thailand and Fodor’s Essential China.
In An Epidemic of Rumors, Jon D. Lee examines the human response to
epidemics through the lens of the 2003 SARS epidemic. Societies usually
respond to the eruption of disease by constructing stories, jokes, conspiracy
theories, legends, and rumors, but these narratives are often more damaging
than the diseases they reference. The information disseminated through them is
often inaccurate, incorporating xenophobic explanations of the disease’s origins
and questionable medical information about potential cures and treatment.
Folklore studies brings important and useful perspectives to understanding
cultural responses to the outbreak of disease. Through this etiological study Lee
shows the similarities between the narratives of the SARS outbreak and the
narratives of other contemporary disease outbreaks like AIDS and the H1N1
virus. His analysis suggests that these disease narratives do not spring up with
new outbreaks or diseases but are in continuous circulation and are recycled
opportunistically. Lee also explores whether this predictability of vernacular
disease narratives presents the opportunity to create counter-narratives released
systematically from the government or medical science to stymie the negative
effects of the fearful rumors that so often inflame humanity. With potential for
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practical application to public health and health policy, An Epidemic of Rumors
will be of interest to students and scholars of health, medicine, and folklore.
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